Treasure Valley CAMP Work Plan - Nov 2010 to March 2011

Goal 2 - Conflict mitigation: Identify likely conflicts and options to reduce conflict, compare against "success criteria" and identify those conflict options on which we find consensus.

Goal 1 - Water Supply: Assess options to meet future demand, get needed expert input, compare against "success criteria" and identify those supply options on which we find consensus.

Subject or action:

**Goal 2 - Conflict mitigation**: Identify likely conflicts and options to reduce conflict, compare against "success criteria" and identify those conflict options on which we find consensus.

**Goal 1 - Water Supply**: Assess options to meet future demand, get needed expert input, compare against "success criteria" and identify those supply options on which we find consensus.

Date:

- **Nov**:
  - Nov 10
    1) Future Demand - complete and discuss "Matrix"
    2) Climate change - variability report
    3) Form the necessary small specialty groups

- **Dec**:
  - Dec 14
    1) Get reports from specialty work groups
    2) Make decisions on water supply recommendations
    3) Identify key conflict options and make decisions on most suitable options.

- **Jan 2011**:
  - Jan 7, 2010
    1) Get reports from specialty work groups
    2) Make decisions on water supply recommendations
    3) Make final decisions on conflict options.
    4) Give specific directions on drafting recommendations

- **Feb**:

- **Mar**:

Work Groups and drafting:

- **Specialty Work Groups**: Meet as needed to complete assignments and draft reports or draft sections as determined by the Committee.

Drafting Coordination Group:

Meet as needed to assemble the various component sections and edit - complete final draft for February meeting.

- **Feb 15**: Final draft ready for public comment

Submit final recommendations to IWRB

Additional Activities:

**TVAC Specific Activities**:

- **Nov 10**
  - Get reports from specialty work groups
  - Make decisions on water supply recommendations
  - Identify key conflict options and make decisions on most suitable options.

- **Dec 14**
  - Get reports from specialty work groups
  - Make decisions on water supply recommendations
  - Identify key conflict options and make decisions on most suitable options.

- **Jan 7, 2010**
  - Get reports from specialty work groups
  - Make decisions on water supply recommendations
  - Identify key conflict options and make decisions on most suitable options.
  - Give specific directions on drafting recommendations

- **Feb**
  - Review final draft
  - Present recommendations, get public input and revise as needed

- **Mar**